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Abstract
A necessary and sufficient condition for completibility of topological groups with respect to the
maximal uniform structure and the class of topological groups with the above-mentioned property
are found. Results similar to factorization for continuous homomorphisms of R-factorizable uniform
groups are extended to uniform groups. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.
Guran [4] stated the problem of a continuous extendability of group operations of a
topological group G over µG. The problem on characterization of topological groups
whose completion with respect to the maximal uniform structure is also a group was
formulated by Arhangel’skiı˘. In other words, ifG is a topological group,UG is the maximal
uniform structure on the Tychonoff spaceG and (µG, U˜G) is the completion of the uniform
space (G,UG), can the group operations (x, y) 7→ x ·y and x 7→ x−1 be extended from the
groupG over µG by continuity?
A criterion for extendability of the group operations from a groupG over its Dieudonné
completionµG, namely, the completion with respect to the maximal uniform structure UG,
is given below.
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Definition 1.1. A filter F is called ℵ0-centered if ⋂F ′ 6= ∅ for any subfamily F ′ ⊂F of
cardinality |F ′|6 ℵ0.
In other words, any countable subfamily of the filter F has non-empty intersection.
Definition 1.2 [3]. A uniform space in which every ℵ0-centered Cauchy filter converges
is called ℵ0-complete.
Definition 1.3. A topological group G is called ℵ0-complete in the sense of Raikov if the
uniform space (G,UT ) is ℵ0-complete.
In other words, the bilateral uniform structure UT [7] of the group G is an ℵ0-complete
uniformity.
Definition 1.4. Any ℵ0-complete topological group Gℵ0 containing the group G as an
everywhere dense subgroup is called an ℵ0-completion of the groupG.
Theorem 1.5. Any topological group G has a unique, to a topological isomorphism, ℵ0-
completionGℵ0T in the sense of Raikov.
Proof. For the uniform space (G,UT ), Gℵ0T denotes the set Gℵ0T = G′ ∪G′′, where G′
is the set of all neighborhood filters of points of the group G, and G′′ is the set of all
free ℵ0-centered Cauchy filters on the uniform space (G,UT ). Without loss of generality,
we can assume that each element of the set G′′ is a minimal Cauchy filter, which is also
ℵ0-centered (this follows from the construction of minimal Cauchy filters [2]).
Let (G˜, U˜T ) be the Raikov completion of the topological group G. Then, according to
the construction of completions of uniform spaces [1,2], the inclusionGℵ0T ⊂ G˜ holds. Put
Uℵ0T = U˜T ∧Gℵ0T , i.e., Uℵ0T is the uniformity on Gℵ0T induced by the uniformity U˜T of G˜.
Let us show that the uniform space (Gℵ0T ,Uℵ0T ) is ℵ0-complete.
Let F˜ be an arbitrary ℵ0-centered Cauchy filter on the uniform space (Gℵ0T ,Uℵ0T ). Put
F = {F ⊂G: ∃B˜ ∈ F˜ i−1(B˜)⊂ F }, where i :G→Gℵ0T is the embedding that maps each
point x ∈G to its neighborhood filter Bx ∈Gℵ0T . It is easy to see that F is an ℵ0-centered
filter.
We show that F is a Cauchy filter on the uniform space (G,UT ). Indeed, let α ∈ UT
be an arbitrary uniform covering; then α˜ ∩ F˜ 6= ∅, where α˜ = {A˜: A ∈ α} and A˜ =
{F ′ ∈ Gℵ0T : A ∈ F ′}. This means that there is A˜ ∈ α˜ such that A˜ ∈ F˜ . The equality
i(A)= i(G)∩A˜ implies thatA= i−1(A˜); henceA ∈F and, therefore,F is an ℵ0-centered
Cauchy filter. Let F0 be the minimal Cauchy filter contained in F . Then F0 is an ℵ0-
centered Cauchy filter and F0 ∈ G′′. Let α˜ be an arbitrary uniform covering from Uℵ0T .
Then α˜ ∩ F˜ 6= ∅, i.e., there exists A˜0 ∈ α˜ such that A˜0 ∈ F˜ . Since i−1(A˜0)= A0 ∈ α, we
haveA0 ∈F . Hence, A0 ∈F0. ThereforeF0 ∈ A˜0 and A˜0 ⊂ α˜(F0), i.e., α˜(F0) ∈ F˜ . Thus,
the filter F˜ converges to F0 ∈Gℵ0T .
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Let x, y ∈ Gℵ0T be arbitrary points of the set Gℵ0T and Bx , By be their neighborhood
filters. Then F1 = Bx ∧G and F2 = By ∧G are bases of minimal Cauchy filters in the
uniform space (G,UT ). This follows from the fact that the group G is everywhere dense
in its Raikov completion. Without loss of generality, we can assume that F1 and F2 are
ℵ0-centered. It is easy to check that the family F1 ·F−12 = {F1 · F−12 : F1 ∈ F1, F2 ∈F2}
is ℵ0-centered and forms a basis of some Cauchy filter on the uniform space (G,UT ). Let
F0 be the minimal Cauchy filter contained in F ; then F0 ∈Gℵ0T . Thus, for arbitrary points
x, y ∈ Gℵ0T xy−1 ∈ Gℵ0T . The set Gℵ0T is a subgroup of the group G˜, and the group G
is everywhere dense in Gℵ0T . The uniqueness is ensured by the uniqueness of the Raikov
completion (G˜, U˜T ). 2
Theorem 1.6. Let U be an arbitrary group uniformity on a group G. Then the ℵ0-
completion (Gℵ0,Uℵ0) is a group, i.e., the group operations are extended from the groupG
over Gℵ0 by continuity.
Proof. This readily follows from the observation that for ℵ0-centered Cauchy filters
F1 and F2 on the uniform group (G,U) the family F1 · F−12 = {F1 · F−12 : F1 ∈ F1,
F2 ∈F2} is a basis of an ℵ0-centered Cauchy filter F on the uniform group (G,U). 2
Theorem 1.7. Let U be an arbitrary group uniformity on a group G. Then the ℵ0-
completion (Gℵ0,Uℵ0) of the uniform space (G,U) is homeomorphically embedded in
the Raikov ℵ0-completion (Gℵ0T ,Uℵ0T ).
Proof. Let x ∈Gℵ0 \G be an arbitrary point and Bx be its neighborhood filter. Since the
uniform space (Gℵ0,Uℵ0) is ℵ0-complete, Bx is a minimal Cauchy filter. For the filter Bx
on the group G the following conditions are satisfied: for any neighborhood V of the
identity in the groupG there exists F ∈ Bx such that F · F−1 ⊂ V and F−1 · F ⊂ V . This
means that the trace Bx ∧G is a base of a Cauchy filter on the groupG with respect to the
bilateral uniformity UT , which converges to some point x˙ ∈Gℵ0T . Hereby we defined the
embedding x 7→ x˙ of the groupG into the groupGℵ0T , which is an algebraic isomorphism.
Let us show that this embedding is a homeomorphism. LetU be an arbitrary open subset
in the group G and U˜ be an open subset in the group Gℵ0T such that U = U˜ ∩G. Next,
suppose that x ∈ U ′ = U˜ ∩Gℵ0 . Let Bx be the neighborhood filter of the point x ∈Gℵ0 .
Then the system Bx ∧G is a basis of a minimal Cauchy filter. The latter converges to some
point x˙ ∈ G˜ℵ0T , according to the inclusion of Gℵ0 in Gℵ0T . Since x ∈ U˜ , for some V ∈ Bx
we have V ∩G⊂U . If x1 ∈ V ∩G is an arbitrary element then the minimal Cauchy filter
converging to x1 contains V ∩G and, thereby, U , i.e., x1 ∈ U˜ . Hence V ∈Gℵ0 ∩ U˜ . Thus,
the set U ′ = U˜ ∩Gℵ0 is open in the space Gℵ0 .
Conversely, consider x ∈Gℵ0 and an arbitrary neighborhoodU ′ of the element x ∈Gℵ0 .
Let U ′1 be a neighborhood of the element x ∈Gℵ0 such that [U ′1]Gℵ0 ⊂ U ′. Let U˜1 be an
open set in Gℵ0T such that U1 = U ′1 ∩G = U˜1 ∩G. Then x ∈ U˜1. If y ∈ U˜1 ∩Gℵ0 is an
arbitrary element and By is its neighborhood filter in Gℵ0 then there exists V ′ ∈ By with
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V ′ ∩G⊂U1. Therefore, since [V ′ ∩G]Gℵ0 = [V ′]Gℵ0 , we have y ∈ [V ′]Gℵ0 ⊂ [U1]Gℵ0 =
[U ′1 ∩G]Gℵ0 = [U ′1]Gℵ0 ⊂U , i.e., y ∈ [U ′]Gℵ0 ⊂U ′. So, U˜1 ∩Gℵ0 ⊂U ′.
Thus, the Tychonoff space (Gℵ0, τUℵ0 ) is homeomorphically embedded into (G
ℵ0
T ,
τUℵ0T
). 2
Corollary 1.8. For any group uniformity U on a group G the ℵ0-completion (Gℵ0,Uℵ0)
is a subgroup of the Raikov ℵ0-completion (Gℵ0T ,Uℵ0T ).
Remark 1.9. For any uniform space (X,U) the ℵ0-completion (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0) is constructed
as in the proof of Theorem 1.5 but without accounting the group operations.
Proposition 1.10. Any uniformly continuous map f : (X,U)→ (Y,V) of a uniform space
(X,U) into an ℵ0-complete uniform space (Y,V) has uniformly continuous extension
f˜ : (X˜, U˜)→ (Y,V) over the ℵ0-completion (X˜, U˜) of the uniform space (X,U).
Proposition 1.11. For the fine uniformity UX of a Tychonoff space X the ℵ0-completion
(Xℵ0,Uℵ0) is homeomorphically embedded into every ℵ0-completion (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0) of the
uniform space (X,U), where U is any uniformity on X consistent with the topology of the
space X.
Proof. Let U be an arbitrary uniformity on the space X; then the identity map
1 : (X,UX)→ (X,U) is uniformly continuous. Let us extend the map 1 over the ℵ0-
completions (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0X ) and (Xℵ0,Uℵ0) of the uniform spaces (X,UX) and (X,U),
respectively. We obtain a uniformly continuous map 1˜ : (Xℵ0,Uℵ0X ) → (X,Uℵ0). By
virtue of Morita’s theorem [3], the ℵ0-completion (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0X ) of the uniform space
(X,UX) coincides with the Dieudonné completion µX of the Tychonoff space X, i.e.,
coincides with the uniform space (µX, U˜X). Thus, we have a uniformly continuous map
1˜ : (µX, U˜X)→ (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0), which is a bijection of µX onto 1˜(µX) ⊂ Xℵ0 . Clearly,
the topology on 1˜(µX) induced from the uniform space (Xℵ0,Uℵ0) is weaker than the
topology on 1˜(µX) induced by the uniformity U˜X , therefore, it is sufficient to show that
for any open set O in µX and any point x ∈O there exists an open set U in Xℵ0 such that
x ∈ U ∩µX ⊂O .
Let O be an arbitrary open set in µX and x ∈ O . There is an open neighborhood O ′
of the point x such that x ∈ O ′ ⊂ [O ′]µX ⊂ O . Let U1 = O ′ ∩ X and U be an open set
in Xℵ0 such that U1 =U ∩X. Evidently, x ∈ U . Let y ∈ U ∩µX be an arbitrary point and
By be its neighborhood filter in µX. Then there exists V ∈ By such that V ⊂ U ∩ µX
and V ∩ X ⊂ U1. Then we have y ∈ [V ∩ X]µX = [V ]µX ⊂ [U1]µX = [U ∩ X]µX =
[O ′ ∩ X]µX = [O ′]µX ⊂ O , i.e., y ∈ O . Thus, the inclusion U ∩ µX ⊂ [O ′]µX ⊂ O
holds. 2
Corollary 1.12. For the maximal uniformity UG on a group G the ℵ0-completion
(Gℵ0,Uℵ0G ) is homeomorphically embedded into every ℵ0-completion (Gℵ0 ,Uℵ0), where
U is an arbitrary uniformity on the group G.
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For a Tychonoff space X we denote by U(X) the set of all uniform structures
agreeing with the topology of the space X. For each uniformity U ∈ U(X) we have the
uniformly continuous map 1 : (X,UX)→ (X,U) and its natural uniformly continuous
extension 1˜ : (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0X )→ (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0) over the ℵ0-completions. As we noted above (see
Proposition 1.11), the ℵ0-completion (Xℵ0,Uℵ0X ) of the uniform space (X,UX) coincides
with the Dieudonné completion µX of the Tychonoff space X, i.e., it is identical with the
uniform space (X˜, U˜X).
For two uniformities U,V ∈ U(X) such that U ⊂ V we have the uniformly continuous
map 1VU : (X,V)→ (X,U) admitting uniformly continuous extension 1˜VU : (Xℵ0,Vℵ0)→
(Xℵ0,Uℵ0) over the ℵ0-completions. For uniformities U,V,W ∈ U(X) such that U ⊂
W ⊂ V we have the natural maps’ composition 1VU = 1VW ◦ 1WU and accordingly 1˜VU =
1˜VW ◦ 1˜WU . Thus, the inverse system
S = {(Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0), 1˜VU : U ⊂ V, U,V ∈ U(X)}
is formed.
Proposition 1.13. (µX, U˜X)= lim←−S .
Proof. For each uniformity U ∈ U(X) the uniformly continuous map 1U : (X,UX)→
(X,U) is defined, and the uniformity UX is the least upper bound of all uniformities
agreeing with the topology of the space X, or, in other words, the uniformity UX is
initial with respect to the family {1U : (X,UX) → (X,U) | U ∈ U(X)} of uniformly
continuous maps [1,2]. For each U ∈ U(X) we have uniformly continuous extension
1˜U : (µX, U˜X)→ (Xℵ0,Uℵ0) of 1U . Then the uniformity U˜X is initial with respect to
the family {1˜U : (µX, U˜X)→ (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0) | U ∈ U(X)} of uniformly continuous maps.
This easily follows from the construction of ℵ0-completion of uniform spaces, since for
coverings α,β ∈ U from α  β (β refines α) follows α˜  β˜ , where α˜, β˜ are the extensions
of the coverings α,β ∈ U to ℵ0-completions.
The diagonal map i =∆{1˜U : U ∈ U(X)} : (µX, U˜X)→ lim←−S is a uniformly homeomor-
phic embedding of the uniform space (µX, U˜X) to lim←−S , since the uniformity on lim←−S
is generated by the family of natural projections {piU : lim←−S→ (Xℵ0 ,Uℵ0) | U ∈ U(X)}.
Therefore, the uniformity U˜X is a subset of the uniformity of lim←−S , by virtue of Proposi-
tion 1.11 and the property 1˜U |X = 1U , the uniform space (X,UX) is an everywhere dense
subspace of lim←−S . Since (µX, U˜X) is ℵ0-complete, (µX, U˜X)= lim←−S . 2
We denote by U(G) the set of all uniform structures on a groupG, by J(G) the set of all
group uniformities on G, and by UG the maximal uniformity on G.
Theorem 1.14. For a topological group G the next conditions are equivalent:
(1) the completion (µG, U˜G) is a uniform group;
(2) J(G) forms a cofinal part of U(G).
Proof. (2)⇒ (1) For an arbitrary uniformity U ∈ U(G) we have the natural uniformly
continuous map 1 : (G,UG)→ (G,U); the latter is a topological homeomorphism, since
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τUG = τU = τ . We have the natural extension 1˜ : (Gℵ0,Uℵ0G )→ (Gℵ0,Uℵ0) of 1 over
the ℵ0-completions. According to Morita’s theorem [3], the ℵ0-completion (Gℵ0,Uℵ0G )
coincides with the usual completion (µG, U˜G), therefore we have 1˜ : (µG, U˜G) →
(Gℵ0,Uℵ0). For two uniformities U,V ∈ U(G) such that U ⊂ V we have the uniformly
continuous map 1VU : (G,V)→ (G,U), which is a topological homeomorphism, since
τU = τV = τ . There are natural extensions 1˜VU : (Gℵ0,Vℵ0)→ (Gℵ0,Uℵ0) over the ℵ0-
completions. For uniformities U,V,W ∈ U(G) such that U ⊂ W ⊂ V we have natural
composition of the maps 1VU = 1VW ◦ 1WU and, accordingly, 1˜VU = 1˜VW ◦ 1˜WU . So, the inverse
system S = {Gℵ0,Uℵ0), 1˜VU : U,V ∈ U(G)} is formed. By virtue of Proposition 1.13,
(µG, U˜G) = lim←−S . Since the subsystem J(G) forms a cofinal part of U(G), we have
(µG, U˜G) = lim←−S ′ (see [1,2]), where S ′ = {(Gℵ0,Uℵ0), 1˜VU : U,V ∈ J(G)}, that is,
(µG, U˜G) is a uniform group, being a limit of an inverse system formed of uniform groups.
(1)⇒ (2) Let the completion (µG, U˜G) be a group, so U˜G is a group uniformity. Since
the D-uniformity UD on the group G is the least upper bound of all group uniformities
on the group G [1], we have the equality UG = UD . Thus, the uniformity UG is the
supremum of all group uniformities on the group G. So, UG = sup{U : U ∈ J(G)} and,
hence, (µG, U˜G) = lim←−S ′, where S ′ = {(Gℵ0,Uℵ0), 1˜VU : U ⊂ V , U,V ∈ J(G)} (this is
proved similarly to Proposition 1.13). On the other hand, from Proposition 1.13 we obtain
(µG, U˜G)= lim←−S , where S = {(Gℵ0,Uℵ0), 1˜VU : U ⊂ V , U,V ∈ U(G)}. Thus, J(G) forms
a cofinal part of U(G) (see [1,2]). 2
Definition 1.15. A topological group G is called M-factorizable if for any continuous
map f :G→M of the topological group G into a metric space M there exist a metric
group H , a continuous epimorphism ϕ :G→ H and a continuous map g :H →M such
that f = g ◦ ϕ.
Taking into account the definition of R-factorizable topological groups introduced by
Tkacˇenko [5], we obtain the next statement.
Proposition 1.16. If a topological group G is ℵ0-bounded and M-factorizable, then it is
R-factorizable.
Proof. Let a group G be ℵ0-bounded [6] and M-factorizable and f :G→ R be an
arbitrary continuous function. Since the groupG isM-factorizable, there exist a metrizable
groupH , a continuous epimorphism h :G→H and a continuous function g :H →R such
that f = g ◦ h. As the group G is ℵ0-bounded and h is a continuous map, H is an ℵ0-
bounded metrizable group. By virtue of the equality w(G)= Γ (G) · χ(G) for groups [6],
we have w(G)=ℵ0 · ℵ0 =ℵ0, i.e., the groupG has a countable basis. 2
Let D be the class of all topological groups G having the following property: one may
introduce a group operation on the Dieudonné completion µG ofG so that µG becomes a
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topological group and the natural embedding i :G→ µG is a topological isomorphism of
the groupG onto its image.
Definition 1.17. Let K be some class of topological groups. A topological group G is
called K-factorizable if for any continuous map f :G→M of the topological group G
into a metric space M there exist a continuous epimorphism ϕ :G→ Hϕ of G onto a
topological group Hϕ ∈K and a continuous map g :Hϕ→M such that f = g ◦ ϕ.
Evidently, if K is the class of all metric groups, then K-factorization coincides with
M-factorization.
Theorem 1.18. Let G be a D-factorizable group. Then G ∈D.
Proof. Let Ψ be the family of all continuous epimorphisms of the group G onto
topological groups from the class D and ρ =∆{ψ: ψ ∈ Ψ } :G→H =∏{Hψ : ψ ∈ Ψ }.
For each ψ ∈Ψ we have the natural embedding µψ :Hψ→µHψ of the groupHψ into its
Dieudonné completion µHψ . Let
H =
∏
{µHψ : ψ ∈Ψ }
be the Cartesian product of the family of topological groups {µHψ : ψ ∈ Ψ } and
µ=
∏
{µψ : ψ ∈ Ψ } :H→H
be the Cartesian product of the family of inclusions {µψ : ψ ∈ Ψ }. So, µ :H → H is an
isomorphic embedding of the topological group H into the topological group H .
Let i = µ|ρ(G) ◦ ρ :G→H . It is clear that i is a topologically isomorphic embedding.
PutG= [i(G)]H . We show thatGmay be identified with the Dieudonné completion of the
topological group G. For this, according to one of Morita’s arguments [3], it is sufficient
to show that any continuous map f :G→ M of the topological group G into a metric
space M can be continuously extended to a map fˆ :G→M .
Let f :G→M be an arbitrary continuous map of the topological groupG into a metric
space M . Since the group G is D-factorizable, there exist ψ ∈ Ψ and a continuous map
g :Hψ→M such that f = g ◦ψ .
We have the following commutative diagram:
G
f
ψ
ρ H
piψ
µ H
pˆiψ
M Hψg µψ
µHψ.
It is clear that pˆiψ |G :G→µHψ is an extension ofψ , since pˆiψ |G = piψ |G = piψ ◦ρ =ψ .
On the other hand, because of µM = M there is the unique extension gˆ :µHψ → M .
This means that fˆ = gˆ ◦ pˆiψ |G is a continuous extension of the map f over G. Thus,
G= µG. 2
Corollary 1.19. Let G be an M-factorizable topological group. Then G ∈D.
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Proof. Follows from the fact that µG=G for any metrizable group G, since metrizable
groups are Dieudonné-complete. 2
Corollary 1.20. Let G be an M-factorizable topological group. Then the uniformity UG
is a group uniformity.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1.14. 2
2.
The factorization for continuous homomorphisms ofR-factorizable groups was obtained
by Tkacˇenko [5]. Naturally the similar problem arises in the class of uniform groups
introduced by Borubaev [1].
So, it is necessary to find a class M of uniform groups such that any uniformly
continuous homomorphism f : (G,U)→ (H,V), where (G,U) ∈M, is factorizable on
uniform weight and uniform dimension dim [10].
Definition 2.1. A uniform group (G,U) is called uniformly M-factorizable if for any
uniformly continuous map f : (G,U)→ M of the uniform group (G,U) into a metric
space M there are a metrizable group (H,V), a uniformly continuous epimorphism
h : (G,U)→ (H,V) and a uniformly continuous map g : (H,V)→M such that f = g ◦h.
Definition 2.2. A uniform group (G,U) is called uniformly R-factorizable if for any
uniformly continuous function f : (G,U) → R there are an ℵ0-bounded metrizable
group (H,V), a uniformly continuous epimorphism h : (G,U)→ (H,V) and a uniformly
continuous map g : (H,V)→R such that f = g ◦ h.
Proposition 2.3. Let a topological group G be M- (R-)factorizable. Then the uniform
group (G,UG), where UG is the maximal uniformity, is uniformly M- (R-)factorizable.
Proof. The maximal uniformity UG of the M-factorizable group G is a group uniformity
(see Corollary 1.20). Let f : (G,UG)→ M be an arbitrary uniformly continuous map.
Since every uniformly continuous map is continuous, there is a metrizable topological
group H , a continuous epimorphism h :G → H and a continuous map g :H → M
such that f = g ◦ h. Evidently, the maps h : (G,UG)→ (H,VH) and g : (H,VH)→ M
(g : (H,VH)→ R) are continuous; here VH is the maximal uniformity of the group H
which is a group uniformity and is metrizable. 2
We recall [10] that dimU 6 n for a uniform space (X,U) if the uniformity U has a
basis B consisting of coverings α with ordα 6 n+ 1, where
ordα = sup
x∈X
∣∣{A ∈ α: x ∈A}∣∣.
Let us discuss the next criterion of n-dimensionality of a uniform space (X,U).
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Theorem 2.4. For a uniform space (X,U) the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) dimU 6 n;
(2) for any uniformly continuous map f : (X,U) → (Y,V) of a uniform space
(X,U) into a uniform space (Y,V) with weight w(V) 6 ℵ0 there are a uniform
space (Z,W) with weight w(W) 6 ℵ0, a surjective uniformly continuous map
h : (X,U)→ (Z,W) and a uniformly continuous map g : (Z,W)→ (Y,V) such
that f = g ◦ h and dimW 6 n.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let dimU 6 n, then the uniformity U has a basis B consisting of
coverings α such that ordα 6 n + 1. Let f : (X,U)→ (Y,V) be an arbitrary uniformly
continuous map of the uniform space (X,U) into the uniform space (Y,V) with weight
w(V) 6 ℵ0. The uniformity V has a countable basis B′. Let f−1(B′) = {f−1(α): α ∈
B′}. Then |f−1(B′)| 6 ℵ0. According to Lemma 1.1 from [9], for any two coverings
β ′, β ′′ ∈ f−1(B′) we may choose a uniform covering β ∈ B such that β is a strict star-
refinement of the covering β ′ ∧ β ′′ and ordβ 6 n + 1. Let B1 be the family of all
chosen coverings. For all coverings of the family B1 we repeat the above-mentioned
procedure and obtain a family B2, and so on. Let families B1,B2, . . . ,Bn be constructed,
then a family Bn+1 is obtained from the family
⋃n
i=1Bi as above. One should note that
|Bn+1| 6 ℵ0. So, the family ⋃∞i=1Bi is a basis of a pseudo-uniformity U˜ ⊂ U such that
dim U˜ 6 n and w(U˜) 6 ℵ0. Then, according to Lemma 1.1.3 from [1], a uniform space
(Z,W) with weight w(W) 6 ℵ0 and dimension dimW 6 n, a uniformly continuous
surjection h : (X,U)→ (Z,W) and a uniformly continuous map g : (Z,W)→ (Y,V) such
that f = g ◦ h, are defined.
(2)⇒ (1) Let α ∈ U be an arbitrary uniform covering. Then there exists a uniformly
continuous map of the uniform space (X,U) into a metric space (Y,V) such that the
covering {f−1(Oρ(y,1)): y ∈ Y } refines α [10, Theorem 14]. Next, there are a uniform
space (Z,W) of weight w(W) 6 ℵ0 and dimension dimW 6 n, a uniformly continuous
surjection h : (X,U)→ (Z,W) and a uniformly continuous map g : (Z,W)→ (Y,V) such
that f = g ◦ h. Evidently, the covering γ = {g−1(Oρ(y,1)): y ∈ Y } is uniform, i.e.,
γ ∈W . Let β ∈W be a uniform covering such that ordβ 6 n+ 1 and β refines γ . Then
h−1(β) ∈ U , ordh−1(β)6 n+ 1 and h−1(β) is a refinement of α. Thus, the uniformity U
has a basis B consisting of coverings β with ordβ 6 n+ 1. 2
Remark 2.5. If, in the conditions of Theorem 2.4, we assume that the uniform space
(X,U) is ℵ0-bounded and replace uniform weight w by double uniform weight dw [9]
in item (2), then we obtain a theorem in which the implication (1)⇒ (2) follows from
Kulpa’s factorization theorem [9] and the implication (2)⇒ (1) is proved by analogy.
Theorem 2.6. For an ℵ0-bounded uniform space (X,U) the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) dimU 6 n;
(2) for any uniformly continuous map f : (X,U)→ (Y,V) of the uniform space (X,U)
to a uniform space (Y,V) of double weight dw(V)6 ℵ0 there exist a uniform space
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(Z,W) of double weight dw(W) 6 ℵ0, a surjective uniformly continuous map
h : (X,U)→ (Z,W) and a uniformly continuous map g : (Z,W)→ (Y,V) such
that f = g ◦ h and dimW 6 n.
Let uniformly continuous map f : (X,U)→ (Y,V) and g : (X,U)→ (Z,W) be given.
By analogy with [5], we will write g ≺ f if there is a uniformly continuous map
h : (g(X),W|g(X))→ (Y,V) such that f = g ◦ h.
Proposition 2.7. Let (X,U) be a uniform space and for each i ∈N a uniformly continuous
map fi : (X,U)→ (Yi,Vi ) be given, where fi+1 ≺ fi , w(Vi )6 ℵ0 and dimVi 6 n for all
i ∈ N. If f =∆{fi : i ∈ N}, Y = f (X)⊂∏{Yi : i ∈ N} and V = Y ∧∏{Vi : i ∈ N} then
dimV 6 n.
Proof. Since fi+1 ≺ fi , for each i ∈ N there exists a uniformly continuous map
ωi+1i : (fi+1(X),Vi+1|fi+1(X))→ (fi(X),Vi |fi(X)) such that fi = ωi+1i ◦ fi+1; and for
j < i we naturally put ωij = ωj+1j ◦ · · · ◦ ωii−1. So, we have an inverse sequence
S = {(fi(X),Vi |fi(X)), ωij : j < i, i, j ∈N}.
By the condition of Proposition 2.7, w(Vi |fi(X)) 6 ℵ0 and dim(Vi |fi(X)) 6 dimVi 6 n.
Then, by virtue of Borubaev’s theorem [1, Theorem 1.4.13], for the uniform space
(Z,W)= lim←−S the inequality dimW 6 n is provided. Evidently, the uniform space (Y,V)
is a subspace of the uniform space (Z,W), therefore, dimV 6 dimW 6 n. 2
Remark 2.8. In the framework of Proposition 2.7, weight w(Vi ), i ∈N, may be replaced
by double weight dw [9]. In that case the statement holds too.
Proposition 2.9. Let f : (G,U)→ (X,W) be a uniformly continuous map of an M-
factorizable uniform group (G,U) into a uniform space (X,W) of weight w(W) 6 ℵ0.
Then there are a uniform group (H,V) of weight w(V) 6 ℵ0, a uniformly continuous
epimorphism h : (G,U)→ (H,V) and a uniformly continuous map g : (H,V)→ (X,W)
such that f = g ◦ h and dimV 6 dimU .
Proof. Because of uniformM-factorization of the uniform group (G,U), for the uniformly
continuous map f : (G,U) → (X,W) there are a uniform group (H0,V0) of weight
w(V0)6 ℵ0, a uniformly continuous epimorphism h0 : (G,U)→ (H0,V0) and a uniformly
continuous map h : (G,U)→ (H0,V0) such that f = g0 ◦ h0, i.e., f  h0. For the map
g0 : (H0,V0)→ (X,W), by virtue of Theorem 2.4, there exist a uniform space (X0,W0)
of weightw(W0)6 ℵ0 and dimension dimW0 6 dimU , a uniformly continuous surjection
f0 : (G,U)→ (X0,W0) and a uniformly continuous map g01 : (X0,W0)→ (H0,V0) such
that h0 = g01 ◦ f0, i.e., h0  f0. Thus, a sequence of uniform groups {(Hn,Vn): n ∈ N}
of weight w(Vn)6 ℵ0, n ∈N, a sequence of uniform spaces {(Xn,Wn): n ∈N} of weight
w(Wn)6 ℵ0 and dimension dimWn 6 dimU , n ∈N, uniformly continuous epimorphisms
hn : (G,U)→ (Hn,Vn), n ∈ N, and uniformly continuous maps fn : (G,U)→ (Xn,Wn),
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n ∈ N, with the property f  h0  f0  h1  f1  · · ·  hn  fn  · · · can be defined by
induction.
Put h = ∆{hn: n ∈ N} and H = h(G), the uniform space (H,V) is a subspace of∏{(Hn,Vn): n ∈ N} where V = H ∧∏{Vn: n ∈ N}. Then it is clear that w(V) 6 ℵ0
and f  h, since f = (g0 ◦ piH0 |H) ◦ h where piH0 :
∏{Hn: n ∈ N} → H0 is the natural
projection. For each n ∈N we have uniformly continuous maps
f ′n = gn ◦ piHn |H : (H,V)→ (Xn−1,Wn−1)
wherew(Wn−1)6 ℵ0 and dimWn−1 6 dimU , and also f ′n+1 ≺ f ′n, n ∈N. Then, applying
Proposition 2.7, we obtain the inequality dimV 6 dimU . 2
Theorem 2.10. Let any uniformly continuous homeomorphic image of a uniform group
(G,U) be uniformlyM-factorizable and let g : (G,U)→ (H,V) be a uniformly continuous
epimorphism of the uniform group (G,U) onto a uniform group (H,V). Then there exist a
uniform group (G∗,U∗) and uniformly continuous epimorphisms h1 : (G∗,U∗)→ (H,V)
and h2 : (G,U)→ (G∗,U∗) such that g = h1 ◦ h2, dimU∗ 6 dimU and w(U∗)6w(V).
Proof. Let dimU = n and w(V)= τ > ℵ0. We denote by F the family consisting of the
uniformly continuous homomorphism g and all uniformly continuous homomorphisms of
the uniform group (G,U) into uniform groups of countable uniform weight and uniform
dimension at most n. Let B be a basis of the uniformity U . By virtue of Proposition 2.9,
for each α ∈ B there is a uniformly continuous epimorphism ϕα ∈F of the uniform group
(G,U) onto a uniform group (Hα,Vα) of weight w(Vα)6 ℵ0 and dimension dimVα 6 n
such that ϕ−1α (β) is a refinement of α for some β ∈ Vα .
We put B0 = {G} and F0 = {g}. Suppose that Bi and Fi are already defined for i 6 k
with meeting the following conditions:
(1) Bi ⊂ Bi+1 ⊂ B and Fi ⊂Fi+1 ⊂F for each i < k;
(2) |Bi|6 τ and |Fi |6 τ for each i 6 k;
(3) each Bi is a base of some group pseudo-uniformity;
(4) for each pair (α,ϕ) ∈ Bi × Fi , where i < k, there is a uniformly continuous
epimorphism gα,ϕ ∈Fi+1 such that gα,ϕ ≺ ϕα M ϕ;
(5) all epimorphisms of the family Fi remain uniformly continuous with respect to the
base Bi+1.
Let us construct families Bk+1 and Fk+1. Let
pk =∆{ϕ: ϕ ∈Fk} : (G,U)→
∏{
(Hϕ,Vϕ): ϕ ∈Fk
}
,
also
Hk = pk(G)⊂
∏
{Hϕ: ϕ ∈Fk} and Vk =Hk ∧
∏
{Vϕ: ϕ ∈Fk}.
Then w(Vk) 6 τ as |Fk| 6 τ . Let Dk be a base of the uniformity Vk with |Dk| 6 τ .
Let A be the minimal family of uniform coverings from B closed under finite structural
intersections and containing the family Bk ∪ {p−1k (α): α ∈Dk}. And let A1 be the family
of all uniform coverings from B such that for each α ∈A there exists β ∈A1 which is a
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star-refinement of α. Then |A1|6 τ , since |A|6 τ . Suppose that familiesA1,A2, . . . ,An
are defined. Let us apply the above-stated procedure to the family
⋃{Ai : i 6 n}, then
we will obtain a family An+1. We have |An+1| 6 τ . Now denote by Bk+1 the family⋃{Ai : i ∈ N}. Then |Bk+1| 6 τ and Bk ⊂ Bk+1 ⊂ B. Note that the family Dk is a base
of the group uniformity Vk , hence, by construction, Bk+1 is a group pseudo-uniformity.
Using Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.9, for each pair (α,ϕ) ∈ Bk ×Fk we fix a uniformly
continuous epimorphism gα,ϕ ∈F such that gα,ϕ ≺ ϕα M ϕ. We put
Fk+1 =Fk ∪
{
gα,ϕ : (α,ϕ) ∈ Bk ×Fk
}
.
It is clear that |Fk+1|6 τ and Fk ⊂Fk+1 ⊂F for each k ∈N. Condition (5) easily follows
from construction.
So, the families Bk+1 and Fk+1 satisfy all the conditions (1)–(5).
For each k ∈ N we put pk = ∆{ϕ: ϕ ∈ Fk}, h2 = ∆{pk: k ∈ N} and G∗ = h2(G).
So, we have h2 : (G,U)→ (G∗,U∗) where U∗ = G∗ ∧∏{Vk: k ∈ N}. By construction,
w(U∗) 6 τ . Since g ∈ F0, we have h2 ≺ p0 = g and g = piH |G∗ ◦ h2. Let us set h1 =
piH |G∗ . Then g = h1 ◦ h2.
Let us prove the inequality dimU∗ 6 n. For this, it is enough to show that the
uniform group (G∗,U∗) satisfies Theorem 2.4. Let f : (G∗,U∗)→ (X,W) be a uniformly
continuous map and w(W)6 ℵ0. The uniform group (G∗,U∗) is M-factorizable, hence,
there are a uniform group (N,VN) of weight w(VN) 6 ℵ0, a uniformly continuous
epimorphism pi : (G∗,U∗)→ (N,VN) and a uniformly continuous map g : (N,VN)→
(X,W) such that f = g ◦ pi . By construction, the family {h2(α): α ∈ B∗} is a base of
the uniformity U∗, where B∗ =⋃{Bk: k ∈ N}. By virtue of the uniform continuity of pi
and the inequality w(VN) 6 ℵ0, there is a subfamily {αk: k ∈ N} ⊂ B∗ such that the
family {h2(αk): k ∈ N} forms a base of some pseudo-uniformity on G∗, with respect to
which the homomorphism pi remains uniformly continuous. Using properties (1)–(5) and
induction, one may define sequences i0 < i1 < · · ·< ik < · · · and pik ∈ Fik such that pi0 
pi1  · · ·  pik  · · · and pik  ϕαk for each k ∈ N. Put pˆi = ∆{pik: k ∈ N} : (G∗,U∗)→∏{(Hk,Vk): k ∈ N} and M = pˆi(G). Then, for the uniform group (M,VM) where VM =
M ∧∏{Vk: k ∈ N}, we have w(VM)6 ℵ0 and dimVM 6 n, by virtue of Proposition 2.7,
as pik ∈ Fik ⊂ F . Since pik ≺ pik for all k ∈ N, h2 ≺ pˆi , and since pik  ϕαk for all
k ∈ N, pˆi ≺ pi ◦ h2, i.e., there exist uniform homomorphisms p : (G∗,U∗)→ (M,VM)
and g : (M,VM)→ (N,VN) such that pi = g ◦ p. Thus, dimU∗ 6 n. 2
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